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Play It Forward!

NJTLs, public parks, CTAs and local
tennis pros are on the front lines
when it comes to growing our sport.
MIDWEST

Adjusting Their
Game in Chicago

MISSOURI VALLEY

New Home for NJTL in Edmond

P

lay it Forward Tennis
Foundation (playitforwardedmond.com) is a 3-year-old
NJTL in Edmond, Okla., that
entered a new phase recently when it
took up residence in the new Edmond
Center Court, a 30-court tennis facility built in partnership with Edmond
Public Schools. Focused on the idea
that “anyone from anywhere should be
able to play and compete,” the NJTL
reaches out to those with special needs
and those that might not have the
means to afford tennis instruction,
including reaching out to children in
the Down syndrome community.
With one coach for every three
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students, social distancing protocols
are never a problem as students learn
the game’s mechanics and do agility
training. Other precautions include
coaches wearing masks and six short
courts and one fitness station spread
among three regular-sized courts.
As with past programs, participants
receive a “player’s gift” at the end of
the session.
The move to the new tennis center
“will provide us the resources needed
to really take our Down syndrome
program to another level,” says
Director of Tennis David Minihan.
“We couldn’t be more excited.”
		
—Kent Oswald
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W

hen the coronavirus
pandemic hit, Love
to Serve Tennis and
Education Foundation
(ltstennisacademy.us) took a hybrid
approach to providing Chicago’s youth
with tennis and academic instruction.
Over the summer, the NJTL offered
virtual instruction in skills, drills and
technique for younger students, and
also offered on-court time with no
more than two students on the same
side of the net at once, with instruction
spread over three courts.
As part of the pathway to college
success, teens receive virtual tennis
instruction, as well as help preparing
for standardized tests, and inspiration
for self-directed independent projects that might range from creating a
posterboard of how the current health
concerns affect their lives to writing an
essay about Arthur Ashe.
Founded in 1992 by CEO L. LaMont
Bryant, the NJTL partners with After
School Matters, the Ray and Joan Kroc
Community Center, USTA Chicago
District and USTA Midwest, among
other groups.
The COVID situation “isn’t the best
scenario for tennis,” says Executive
Director Lori James, “but we are still
providing under-served youth with
unique opportunities to participate in
this wonderful sport.” —Kent Oswald

